COMPLETE TILE COLLECTION
TIEPOLO TILEWORKS- Screen Printed Deco Tiles - Yangtze River - 6" x 6" Field Tile
Chinoiserie - Yangtze River

SPECIFICATIONS
MI# 234-C1-315-401a
Color Shown: Blue & Alabaster
Finish: Gloss
Thickness: 3/8"
Size: 6" x 6" Field Tile
Applications:
Interiors Walls, Backsplashes, Fireplaces

(Actual colors may vary)

SPECIAL FEATURES

Inspired by European etchings and engravings of the 17th and 18th centuries, Tiepolo Tileworks features screen printed borders, field and deco tile. The tiles illustrate characters, scenes, patterns and drawings from both the imaginative and objective worlds.

Every tile starts with natural clay, which is hand-rolled, then exposed to air so it dries slightly. Shapes are then cut and artistically manipulated to create proprietary textures before the images are screen printed and glaze is applied.

It is the inherent contrast between the fine detail of the original artwork and the handmade tile on which it is reborn that gives each Tiepolo tile its special appeal.